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SUMMARY

Interserve Construction Limited, a major division of the services,
maintenance and building group, Interserve PLC, is a £690m
turnover business with a history stretching back over 70 years.
With its head office based in Birmingham, Interserve employs
In 2011, MHR began a six-year partnership to support the
over 2,800 people in the UK and Middle East via an office
council in delivering human resources and payroll services
network that stretches from Scotland to the south coast. This
to its staff. This involved reviewing all existing HR and payroll
regional structure provides excellent geographical spread,
processes to remove inefficiencies and move towards MHR
strong local knowledge and a flexible approach to meeting
best practice, streamlined processes and automation.
client needs.

MHR’s support in delivering the Agile HR project has led to
The company has a diverse and devolved central HR function
the automation of HR processes and workflows, increased
supported by local administrators in each regional office. Having
Self-Service functionality, supporting and building overall
previously used a number of incompatible legacy systems and
people management capabilities across the organisation.

spreadsheets to manage its workforce, Interserve partnered with
MHR to provide a single cloud-based solution.
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The Associate Director of HR at Interserve, said: “Before the
introduction of iTrent, all employee information was stored both
centrally and locally on systems that weren’t compatible. It was
impossible to know if the information called up was accurate as
there were multiple systems and databases stored, so updated
records might not have been translated across the systems.”
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INTERSERVE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
Several thousand employee training days
undertaken annually, meant a significant amount
of time was spent booking courses, keying data into
multiple systems and providing manual reminders
to employees, taking up essential resources
within local and central HR functions. It was vital
for Interserve to eliminate this labour-intensive
processing through automation and provide visibility
of annual learning and development schedules and
PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
records across the business.

Interserve’s vital objective was to implement a
single HR and payroll system, accessible from the
network of offices across the UK, providing visibility
of management information, process consistency,
centralised reporting and the automation of
administrative tasks. It was identified that managing
learning and development administration through
iTrent could provide added value through process
consistency, automation of regional waiting list
allocations, invitations, cancellations and reminders,
email batch processing and elimination of dual data
entry through the single database solution.
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Jane Stephenson, Head of Human Resources Business Services, Plymouth City Council
risks associated with the legacy payroll and costing
representatives up to speed with new developments
systems, which needed urgent attention by a
and key information to ensure a smooth internal
provider that could meet HMRC’s strict legislation
transition and full realisation of the associated
requirements.”
benefits.

In 2011, MHR began a six-year partnership to support the
council in delivering human resources and payroll services
to its staff. This involved reviewing all existing HR and payroll
processes to remove inefficiencies and move towards MHR
best practice, streamlined processes and automation.
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Realising the True Benefits

The iTrent learning and development project phase
has brought significant operational efficiencies and
improvements in the quality of data and processes.
• Less administration & improved accuracy
Learning and development needs, future plans
and training history is collated in one single
system, reducingCITY
the need
for unnecessary
PLYMOUTH
COUNCIL
administration and enabling accurate
management reporting across the network of
offices.

The Self-Maintaining Future
“In the future, we are planning further innovations
through rolling out learning accounts to employees
via iTrent Self-Service. This will enable people to
view their own development programmes and
courses, while giving managers the ability to
authorise learning requests and assign delegates to
appropriate programmes.”

Transforms HR Services Using iTrent

“Employees will have complete visibility of their
own records allowing the system to be almost
self-maintaining, with automated workflow triggers
reducing the need for additional admin. As there is
very little administration involved in this, workflow is
expected to continue to drive efficiencies.”
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appraisal process. The senior management team
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also have the ability to run real-time reports,
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giving a clear indication of progress against
In 2011, MHR began a six-year partnership to support the
annual training plans.

council in delivering human resources and payroll services
to its staff. This involved reviewing all existing HR and payroll
An Interserve representative explains, “Streamlining
processes to remove inefficiencies and move towards MHR
our technological infrastructure through one single
best practice, streamlined processes and automation.
system has had a significant effect on the business.
The HR team has been able to automate many of
MHR’s support in delivering the Agile HR project has led to
the previous labour intensive processes using iTrent,
the automation of HR processes and workflows, increased
reducing the administrative burden and enabling
Self-Service functionality, supporting and building overall
focus upon achieving the ‘business partner’ model.
people management capabilities across the organisation.
This has resulted in a reduction of the overhead
costs by one full-time equivalent (FTE) lost via natural
Understanding
the Challenges
turnover
and two payroll FTE’s.”

In times of austerity, cost management is a consistent
necessity for local government. Faced with new risks such as
managing the shift from grant funding, cyber security threats
and a demanding public, local authorities are always looking
to find new ways to adapt and be innovative in the face of
uncertainty and change.
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